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Or, is it? And it costs nothing. When the light comes on, a code is stored as the reason for
triggering the light. They will then get a code and description that tells them what the issue is.
The connector to this diagnostic system is called OBD-II on-board diagnostic, version 2 and it is
standardized for every vehicle sold in the US, and newer. When your on-board computer detects
a problem, it outputs a code through the output, and the code can be read by an OBD-II code
scanner, or reader. You can get that for free at most auto-parts stores. It costs nothing. The auto
part stores carry these to cater to DIYers in hopes that they, in turn, buy the auto parts at their
store to make the fix on their own. It takes them 1 minute to do this. I was relieved to find out
that the cause for the light to go on in my car was a possible vapor leak coming from my gas
cap, caused by a weak spring in the cap. The store can also reset the computer so that if the
problem persists, the light will come on again. But good luck finding one perhaps, asking if they
offer a free check engine light scan and their response is a good measuring stick for an honest
mechanic. If you want to take things yet a step further and not go to the auto parts store every
time, you can purchase your own OBD-II scanner. Very easy. Certainly not. Not all Automotive
shops are rip offs! My business is in the Small town of Williston Florida, we put out cars a day
and do no advertising, it all word of mouth. What can I do. I am a single mom with no money ,
and I told the guy that, I was like please this is all I have , and if there are things about this car
please let me know, oh he swore it is beautiful, your going to love it. Well he fixed it , but not
really the problem was still there, I brought it back , but by then it was to late, Please tell me
what can I do to some how recover from this. I do want to tell him what I know about the tricks
he is pulling on people, and me. Please if you can or anyone help me out, I would be very
grateful for any help. Thank you for your time, and I look forward to hearing from you. Lisa From
Mass. If my check engine light came on and someone scanned it real quick and got a code
would that tell me the problem with my car? Please help I dont have much money. They will tell
you what the repairs are and prices on parts if needed. Unfortunately auto parts store, have quit
coding cars and will no longer turn the check engine light off. Guess someone screwed up. So
nowâ€¦ We are ALL back to paying for a full diagnostic when this happens. BTW my light is
onâ€¦ Still driving. Can you have a problem with your car stalling and then starting up while
driving low speed. I had the mass air sensor replaced and the problem persisted they told me
the computer read below sea level, is this for real? Wrong As of August most Auto parts shops
still doâ€¦â€¦â€¦.. With that money, you could have found a newer car with probably less miles
that would be cheaper to fix. You guys may realize that this Lexus was more then likely a great
deal. How do you know how much she paid for it? Generalizing is an ignorant reply to
someones problem. She wanted a car that was a good vehicle. It never ceases to amaze me how
rude people can be when another person is asking for help. A luxury car is just that, a luxury.
Expensive as all get out when they break. A 90s sedan or SUV would have been far more cost
effective to maintain and would have been something that could have been easily modified to fit
different tastes. Great storyâ€¦â€¦ Did they have a box to check next to support, heap food
housing health addiction assistance giveaway fields? God forbid an unwed mother driving a 10
year old lexus. Im a certified buttwiper I guess I shouldnt still be rolling in my 21 year old
cadillac that I have had for 8 years! Was the cheapest car I ever run! Any luxury car is very
expensive to repair when things go wrong. My Sevice Engine Soon Light is on, took it for
inspection and Minike tried to pull everything under the sun on my inspection. I have a Grand
Am. Have took it different places and got l00 different answers. BUT a I guess I got stupid on my
head. Oh and when I brought it the dealer also tried to cheat me, but GOD took care of him and
he ended up fixing my car. MYOB Bitch!!!!!!! Maybe consult with an attorney most do free
consultations , however, you might just need to write this off as a learning lesson and bite the
bullet. I have taken several mechanics to task by reporting them to the Bureau of Auto Repair.
An inspector goes to the mechanic and determines if he was at fault Twice I was refunded my
money because of fraud by the mechanic. A couple weeks ago I tried to get it inspected
because inspection is due now and Mechanic tells me that my engine light should be on. He
thought it was blowed out. Then I took it to the Chrysler dealership to have it checked and they
found black tape covering the engine light!! I was in disbelief, I am livid that they would do
something like that!! This exactly what this man did to you!!! I hope that things have worked out
for you since you posted this! Believe me God is going to take care of the man who did this to
you!! I Pray that things are well with you and your children and that you are in a better place
with your vehicle!! God bless you and your family!! When you buy a used car it is pretty much
buyer beware. Your best bet it to try and get him to pay half or some of the repairs. Good luck. I
run into this all the time. Thank you so much for this tip. My gas cap is loose light came on.
Then my check engine soon light. Going to check my gas cap. I own a Dodge Intrepid. You can
pull your codes very simply. Each time mine has always been the same code which has always
came back to the gas cap. Here in NC a yearly inspection is required so the dreaded engine light

can really be a nuisance when it comes on right before inspection is due. I have learned a lot
from the Dodge forum and that is how I found out about pulling the codes myself. The
dealership will never tell you this. The very first time I had a check engine light come onâ€¦off I
went to the dealership, and it was Just trying to help someone else out. Owned my car for 12
years now and the check engine light I refer to now as the phantom light. I have found that out
the hard way! Never again. I only go to either the Acura or Honda dealership for parts and
service. Sounds like a shit mechanic wanting more money. Yeah those scanners are cheap but
they work. I wish everyone of you that act like this fall on hard times. Maybe like get assaulted
by your wife. Daughter calls and you get arrested. In 3 months get arrested, served with
protection from abuse papers, get served divorce papers, and get laid of from your job. You are
not special enough to get paid that kind of money for less than 3 minutes work. I took my
vehicle to my mechanic rated the best in the city he read the code for free, gas cap reset the
computer for freeâ€¦same thing happened. Give me a break. Auto mechanics are the worst and
they will never stop trying to justify charging people to use a TOOL that is needed for them to
do their jobs, and there are plenty of other tools that they use that cost much more than a
diagnostic reader. Do they charge a special fee to use any of the other tools? Hi Cyndi, I was
had some questions on a diagnostic test. Will it detect a cracked gas tank? If the customer
requests to have a copy or a screenshot of the codes detected when ran will you give this to
them? When you perform a diagnostic test is this always on the computer or do you also charge
to do VISUAL diagnostic test when the customer asks you to look for a cracked tank? Cindi,
what is the name of your automotive place? We have good friends in Williston and have spent a
lot of time there! Would be good to know your place in the event we are there visiting and need
your services! We use to live in FL and have moved to South Georgia! Do you work on diesels?
The only time price matters is when it comes to data list items. With pricier scan tools you can
check things like short term and long term fuel trim, graph the O2 sensor function, and use
freeze frame data for comparisons before and after adjustments or repairs. I had the mass air
sensor replaced and the problem persisted they told me the computer red below sea level, is
this for real? Youre exactly right,had I not taken my car to a licensed mechanic I would have
sank money into a new throttle body judging by the codes given at Advanced Auto. It actually
turned out to be ignition coil gone bad after a full diagnostics at the mechanics shop. Hello, I
own a hyundai Tucson and the check engine light came on at the same time my eco light came
on. Is it possible that the eco triggered my engine light to turn on? Thank you! Another case of
someone who knows nothing about cars causing trouble. If your gas cap is not properly
sealing, it causes pressure issues and your check engine light will come on. A lot of people
have wasted a lot of money trying all kinds of random fixers when it was just a bad or loose gas
capâ€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦.. I agree! My local BP mechanic said to replace gas cap. I passed smog! We all
should quit being mean. Hi Dave I was one of the dealers suckers,I went in the dealer with three
difrent diagnosis all calling for cylinder misfire on o2 which spelled out checking coil It also had
blinking check engine light well the service manager passed me o another service rep wrote a
repirepair ticket and told m to have a seat after arriving at the dealer at am got concerned what
was happening he explained o m the next test would take another two hours he told me that the
test first one would be One of which is actually from a bad crankshaft position sensor. But the
good thing about getting the error code was that i googled it before going to the dealer and had
a pretty good idea of what the problem was and how much it would cost so that i could level
head with the dealership instead of them taking advantage of me not knowing anything about
cars and charging me a ridiculous amount. Autozone did mine free. It turned out to be a
transmission problem code. I was hoping to find a simple fix like buy a gas cap. Autozone is the
best place to start. Skip the x-rays or MRI because you saw something online? I understand
diagnostics can be expensive, but it may save you money in the long run. Find a dealership or
mechanic you trust. Also, check your warrantyâ€¦ this is something you can Google. Well, that
is because you often do. The dealership claimed that they knew what the issue was after me
paying that much for extensive diagnostics. I actually had a service manager of a dealership I
bought a Pontiac Bonneville from tell me it shifted fine when it would shift so hard you could
feel the transmission slam from gear to gear. They knew very well about the technical service
bulletin for the pressure control solenoid and STILL tried to play it off as nothing was wrong.
The only places that have those are car dealerships as they are quite expensive and they have
to pay all update patches. Just keep in mind there are many reasons why things pay more. I
think SJ had a good strategy. I just paid Installed evap vent solenoid. Harness trans cooler
lines. I reads ally feel that they are overcharging. I told them I felt it high. Dealerships and most
shops all charge according to listed labor times as set forth in the factory service manual. If the
tech is good and does a 3 hour job in 2 and a half, they still charge for 3 at the dealership, a
small shop might not. Great idea! I did not know this. Last year, the air conditioning went out in

my Mustang. Because he does things like this on a regular basis, I always take my car to him
first. Gonna go far not charging for his work. Do you go to your job and work for nothing? All
you cheapskates need to start walking. Does the grocery store give you free toilet paper? I
always have return business due to the respect and trust this helps me start with anyone. Could
not have worded that any better. Exactly to the point and why people are so fed up with their
mechanics. You cannot expect to make out on every repair. People need a little good faith and
let me tell it goes a long way. I waited a few days and the light went off and things were smooth.
Still prob should get it looked at, like your advice, will def help. Sometimes you can diagnose it
on your own, with no special equipment needed. I did a little research and found out that there
was an alternate way to get the diagnostic code not sure how widespread this is â€¦. I simply
had to short together two pins of the OBD connector with a paper clip, and turn my car on.
Could short out computer. Beginning in 96 all vehicles switched to obdII which made all
diagnostic connectors uniform. I echo what was already said, on a newer vehicle this could very
well fry the PCM, basically the brain of the car and a pretty costly fix. Not as much as say a top
and bottom end motor or transmission rebuild, but still in multiple hundreds of dollars range. I
used to have a 92 Ford Escort, and the check engine light came on any time we drove the car
over about 50 miles per hour. We learned to ignore it. I now have an 02 Ford Escort and the
check engine light has been on for about 3 years. My car runs beautifully. Thanks for sharing!
This has to be a car industry secret type thing. Takes about 10 seconds from the driver seat. I
just have HAD IT with paying hundreds of dollars to get a good running vehicle thru state
inspection. Empower yourself and learn something about your car â€” it will pay off hugely in
the long run. Great advice. Thanks for sharing about the free diagnostic check at your local auto
parts shop. MY SLK cost enough to put up with this to be frank. Hi Jay does the Jay stand for
James Bond ? Is SLK short for oil slick deployed? I love this tip! What a good first place to start.
Of course your auto manual tells you that the warning light is the first indication that something
may be wrong and having it fixed now could save you money down the road â€” but that
diagnostic fee has always made me hesitant. Will try it out the next time and hoping there is not
a next time! When a check engine light triggers in a car it is telling you that their is a fault in the
operation of your vehicle. The ability one may have to scan a vehicle for codes does not mean
that one has the ability to repair the vehicle. The code that you retrieve does not give you a slam
dunk and tell you how to fix the car, the code allows you to digest faults associated with a
particular code. It still requires a certain level of automotive skill to be able to repair the vehicle
once you have determined what is actually wrong. In other words just because you have a little
information about your car does not mean that you know what to do with it. Yes there are some
codes that will trigger that are minor however this is not true for all check engine light
problems. Todays cars are extremely complex, a wrong diagnosis can send you into a frenzy of
parts purchasing that may or may not fix your problem while a correct diagnosis by a
competent skilled technician will save you money in the long run. Good luck if thats how you
want to go about repairing your car. Guessing is no substitute for experience, so do yourself a
favor take your car to a trained technician and pay for the appropriate amount of time necessary
to get a proper diagnosis and your car fixed right. You pay your doctor for his time and
education why not your mechanic as well. Just getting a FREE trouble code check only tells you
what kind of problem you have but not actually what exact problem you have. It is often a very
complex procedure and time consuming. That is why most all repair shops charge for that time
spent on your problem. So just bite the bullet and pay these technicians to work on your car.
Completely agree. So what is wrong??? No freaking clue. So pay a mechanic and stop throwing
parts at it. I know where you are coming from.. You are a mechanic and you have an inside
knowledge of what is wrong and how to repair your car.. I had my car recently repaired and all
belts replaced. When I picked up my vehicle and brought it to a shop to be smogged ,it failed.
There was an error but no code showing, The technician told me to drive the car around and put
at least miles on it since there were work done on the engine, which I did and when he checked
the code came up and he told me there was a problem with the EGR.. I went back to the
mechanic who fix n my car but he told me the problem was the knock sensor that the smog
technician say it was not. This is not necessarily amount to fixing them.. I went to grade school
just to learn the basics not to go and teach afterwards.. I had three diagnosis from three
different scanners went o dealer I bought car from was not interested in repairing more like
replacing the whole engine for a lot of money. And the above shop is right you go to your
doctor and pay him why not pay us,we are doctors but in a different field. Plus all the programs
that help us. So you the people can go to your backyard mechanic or local parts store or bring
your car to a local garage so you can fix it right. Rick have a question for you, I have a ford
escort it has 79, miles on it. Check engine light still on it came out of garage once after tuneup
and light was off running soomthly not using a lot of gas like it was purring like a kitten, but a

week later sitting at a stop light the engine shifted alitte and then it ran a little rough engine light
came back on. Do you think I am being taken advantage of, and with the same code coming up
the same thing running lean would you have an idea what this could be.. I have been doing this
for years. Now you go in and the tell you they cant any more. Used to be you just give them your
id and they let you borrow the tool. Some told you what the problem is some just gave you a
code. You write down the code and look it up online. Now they want you to buy the portable
machine. The first and best thing to do is disconnect the negative battery cable and leave it off
for 30 seconds or so, while it is off tighten your gas cap, then reinstall the cable. This allows the
on-board computer to reset and will make the check engine light go off. Then run your car
normally, if the light comes back there is really a fault, otherwise it was probably a loose gas
cap or phantom fault. I agree with Rick above, to just start replacing sensors based on the
codes can quickly get very expensive. It is better to go to a mechanic who will actually find and
repair the problem at the outset. Prior to , you only needed to jump two connectors to send the
car into diagnostic mode while turning the key to read the code on instrument panel. The
location of the connector varies from car to car. In the early Toyotas the connector was around
the engine compartment. On the early Hondas, the connector was located under the passenger
side dash. If your shop is doing its job it will scan all modules for faults and softwear updates.
This will give you the whole picture of your vehicles module network. We use oem scaners for
most all car lines. Light returned following day. Coming from personal experience, there are
many ways a person can go wrong with these free check engine light tests. He supposedly went
to school too, though I found out later it was for Harley repairs and he quit when the instructor
demanded he take out his piercings if he wanted to continue his education there. He decided to
drop out. Nevertheless, I took my truck to him, trusting he knew what he was doing, and
watched him use one of these little hand hold code scanners that you plug into the car. Well, he
installed that cheaply enough and two days later the check engine light came back on. Do you
think I am going to go back to him so he can change out yet another part that might not be
problem? I told him I could get one of these free check engine tests to save him the trouble, but
he said all they do is try to tell you need this, that, and the other thing â€” that you may not
need. Well guess what? I feel he did the same to me. Rather than go back there, I called my
regular mechanic and he said that is what happens you throw part after part at the problem and
can waste money that way. Those smaller, less sophisticated diagnostics only spit out trouble
codes and one trouble code could mean multiple problems. Places like Pep Boys count on that.
Check engine lights can mean serious things â€” too serious to leave to chance. I am not going
back to this hack for anything other than minor, easy to fix problems. My check engine light has
been on and off for a year and a half. Ive been told that it is an 02 sensor awhile ago, no money
to fix it. Ive been running ARCO gas in my car. Seemed always to be fine. But I heard recently
that Chevron was better and on my first tank last week, after driving 20 miles that light has gone
off and stayed off. Is this a fluke or does it have to do with running better gas in my car? Kacie ,,
i had the same on nissan sentra 1. Now to your so called educated mechanic he wanted to take
engine head of and clean it ,, iwent home in july and the next morning i got up started car and
use a gentle shower sprayer garden hose then let the car run for an other 1 miinute and then
turn it off. I have read a few comments on here and other sites too. Would you call them? Thank
you so much! I recently purchased a Kia Spectra, four days after I had it, the car jolted slightly
and the check engine light came on. I took it to Auto Zone and they did the free diagonstics on
it, and code p came up, which they told me was a transmission sensor. I only had the car less
that a week. He took it for a test drive and could not find the problem so he said. It stopped
because he cleared the codes, and 3 days later it was on again and the car jolted slightly. They
came and left me a loaner, took the car and brought it back the next day saying it was fixed. And
again, 3 days later, the light came on again. The tacometer and speedometer are both
functioning properly so I know its not a speed sensor. He was half the price of what a shop
would charge. He will give you the code and what is wrong with it. Try craigslist and you will
find a few people that offer it. So to fix it myself, Id have to buy and replace all kinds of parts to
figure out which one is faulty. Could get priceyâ€¦. Is it all just a guessing game in the end? No,
it is not supposed to be a guessing game. However, many mechanics lack the skills to diagnose
even with the proper tools, so they just swap parts. To diagnose a cylinder misfire. I would
check for cosistent spark, check for proper operation of the fuel injector, and if those were
operating I would check for a mechanical issue in the affected cylinder. I would not use a scan
tool for these tests. I would use various diagnostic tools. Digital multimeter, mechanics
stethoscope,noid light,spark tester,test light,vaccuum gauge,compression gauge,fuel pressure
gauge, fused jumper wires may all be needed to diagnose a misfire. As well as service
information such as a wiring diagram and component locator. A REAl scan tool may display
misfire counts to suggest which cylinder is misfiring, but aside from that it is about basic

automotive test tools and REAL troubleshooting skills to diagnose a misfire. The free code
scans are just an attempt to sell parts. Some problems are simple and can be found by
scanning for codes, but others require real skills and equipment. I like testing or ways to prove
without costing the customer much money. If the misfire code was for a paticular cylinder then
you can try moving the spark plug to another cylinder and see if the code follows the new
location. It could be anything form weak compression to a shorted fuel injector. At that point
you find the most logical test and start testing. Some shops will start with a tune-up. Will that
shop bill you for it? Those are the kind of questions people need to ask. That holds me
accountable for what I say. If the shop says this part failed, and you ask them to show you how
they came to that with test results and they stumble â€” walk away. It gives you the engine
codes and clears them. The app cost 5 bucks and you will also need a bluetooth OBD2
connector for 20 bucks Ebay. I put my service on craigslist for 10 dollars to read and clear
codes. I do about 30 a week. Not bad considering it takes 5 mins per car. I just saved you guys
hundreds of dollars. HI Fix,,,my car is a Ford exploits I went to get it inspected and they said it
might need a thermostat to get it to code did you ever hear this, thank you. Thanks for that
excellent tip. I had no idea that method even existed. Your tip came just at the right time. They
make money on flat rate, and they lose money on flat rate. RJ, some mechanics needs to be
slammed.. Yes,you bought all those expensive tools and equipments for your shop.. I know
some of them pay installments on these tools. If you do a good and honest enough job it is well
and dandy.. Help your customers and they will turn around and give you free ads by word of
mouth and praises. I do need a mechanic whatever. My friend is a mechanic and he will often
charge a diagnostic fee when someone brings in an automobile. I hardly think this means he is
dishonest as the article suggests. The code will appear, but there can be several different
problems related to this code. The code gives him a place to start. He then digs in to figure out
exactly what the problem is and it usually takes more than five minutes. Diagnosing problems
takes him away from the repair jobs he has in which the customer will be paying for his service.
What surprises me is how many people will go to a doctor and pay for all types of expensive
diagnotic tests without blinking an eye. Often these tests are inconclusive, so the doctor orders
more tests and the patient pays for the next set of tests without a complaint or question. Do
these people call the doctor dishonest? I think mechanics get a bad rap as being dishonest.
Yes, there are some bad ones out there, just as there are with all service jobs. But this is not the
standard. In my opinion, those that do this are the ones who are dishonest. Some mechanics
know what the codes are to turn off engines lights but they choose to be greedy and squeeze.
As much money out of customers as possible there are no honest mechanics they all are
crooks. I have a Toyota 4-runner sports edition. Runs beautifully and always has but at the 50,
mark the engine light came on. At that time I did take it to the dealership to get the light turned
off. Know what? One time was enough for me to learn this is a money making deal for the
dealerships and car manufacturers. I myself would like to trust most mechanics but since they
are in the business to make money you have your work cut out for you if you know very little
about cars. A supposedly Christian mechanic wanted to charge me for a new transmission
when all that was wrong was a 30 dollar speed sensor. I drove the car home in limp mode. Was
about to take the transmission out to work on it when some guy walked up into my yard and
asked if he could help. Thank God he did! He knew a guy who owned a transmission shop for
years. The guy told me to replace the sensor and bingo it was working fine. Saved over 2,
dollars. Getting a code and researching will give you some confidence when dealing with
mechanics. If you find one you can trust then give him your business and referrals. Common
sense was telling me that it had to be electrical and not mechanical. You have mechanical
issues with a tranny you will know it while driving it. If Christian mechanics are so honest , why
not do what Jesus would do? This author must not value a professionals time, knowledge, and
experience. Getting the code out of the computer is the easy part. You probably try to diagnose
your own health issues too and do not value your doctor either. That statement about doctors
not charging when they are not sure of the issue is absolutely not true. Please let me know of a
doctors office that does NOT bill for that appointment to tell you to go see a specialist. They
simply do not exist. And it makes perfect sense that they do bill for that time because you are
essentially paying for a their time, even if it is to tell you that they want to refer you to a
specialist. Why should it be any different for an automotive technician? If you do not think you
should pay for their time, why not fix the car yourself? Why should I pay my mechanic to look at
your car then not charge the customer when somethings not wrong? You just used my dam
time. Noone works for free. Hi everyone! I was wondering if anyone can help me.. We recently
bought a used Nissan Altima with 2. The people seem to be nice, she test drive the car with her
father. Everything seemed all okay, two days after buying the car check engine light turned on.
She took it to the nearest mechanic,they told her that there are 4 type of computer sensor

errors. The errors was NATS system anti theft system with 2 sensor, then the Emission, least
but last heated oxygen sensors. The way it sounded we got scam, but whatever it maybe, the
question is how much will it cost to have it all fix? Or anyone here has an idea what we should
do with itâ€¦ Thank you in advanceâ€¦. Since a mechanic looked at it, what did the mechanic say
is the cost to fix the car? These are common sensors that go bad. I have a Dodge Intrepid. You
can pull the error codes yourself by turning on and off quickly the ignition halfway twice.. The
codes will appear on The odometer screen. Car runs fine. The light recently was off for 5 weeks
but came back on a few days ago. So once again I will pull the codes and there always the same
two. Drive it for 60 mikes after I reset the battery and then get inspection done. Waiting on a
better paying job before either happens. I am in NC so the inspections are due annually as is
property taxes. Ignore both and the State blocks you from renewing tag.. Every time it comes on
the diagnoses is different. Never one is the same. My engine light comes onâ€¦. I take my car to
my mechanicâ€¦.. I pay for the fixâ€¦. I drive my car for a few weeksâ€¦. I take it back to my
mechanicâ€¦. I pay the billâ€¦. I take it to a different mechanicâ€¦he gives me a different
diagnosesâ€¦I pay the billâ€¦next few weeks same thing happens. After reading this, and all of
the comments, I feel like I have really spent a lot of unecessary money getting the engine light
fixed. From getting two new batteries up to getting my catalitic converter replaced. Tomorrow is
Monday, and I am going to take my car back to my own mechanic with a printout of some of
these comments. I see a lot of back and forth on both sides beating around the bush. That is
gouging, plain and simple. That is To the author of this article. The comment about someone
having a transmission code and trying a gas cap had me laughing though. My smog guy hooked
up the code reader which indicated an emission leak-fortunately it was just a loose gas
cap-after it was reset at no charge, I drove it about 80 miles. Checking the reason for a check
engine light and the code is about as difficult as checking the oil level. There are too many
mechanics that take advantage of customers. I appreciate the honest ones. And my word of
mouth will go far in getting him more business. I own an auto repair shop. While what you
mention can be true, you are not looking at the entire picture. NAPA, Advanced, etc.. This article
has upset me. After it is installed they have the same problem and they are upset. But with proof
comes expenses. You can not pull the neg battery post off and do,but if you pull the fuel pump
fuse that is located under the hood it will reset it. Have a Saturn L Check engine light on forever.
Had the diagnostic thing done at auto zone. Mechanic fixed something. Still on. But there is not
a clear list from the diagnostic test. A list of 6 items. Just a bunch. How do i know where to
start? Is there a place where i can find out exactly what is wrong. At 2 separate occasions i
would be driving for awhile. Any ideas? The author dident take into account that auto part
stores have these scan tools to sell auto parts.. I worked at a part store. Vehicles are getting
more and more complicated every model year.. Say you spent dollars on a fuel pump and had a
buddy come over you paid for his time and you go to turn the key on your truck and it still
doesent startâ€¦ What then? Take it to the dealer and find out your relay failed.. The diagnosis
fee pays for my time and training, which, ive spent my entire career training and taking time
away from my family. Especially in winter when things are slow. Not to mention that more often
then not it takes longer to complete a pinpoint test then the charge is.. Go get some wrenches
get out from behind your desk and bust your knuckles then talkâ€¦. Why is it that every person
is a technician all of a sudden? If you were all so smart, you would understand that a check
engine code is a starting point for diagnosis. We call those people parts swappers! Ask your
doctor to try something he is not very sure of without diagnosing, its only your life he guessing
at! Take Look at the car manufactures diagnostic trees for diagnosing trouble codes! Some of
them are extremely elaborate and are time consuming. A check engine light does not always
mean fuel cap or oxygen sensor as your local parts stores like to constantly recommend. Places
like these give professional repair facilities a bad name and give this industry a black eye. I
must say that this article is a bit insulting in the fact that I personally know how much time,
sweat and blood some vehicles have caused. I have spent my whole life being a car doctor and
while some issues are very simple a lot are not and please do not paint a picture to people that
check engine lights are a dirty little secret because they just are not. Someone should really
take a close look at the investment that a good technician makes in their life, its more than your
cars worth I guarantee. They constantly have to buy new tools, diagnostic equipment and have
consistent continuing education to learn new technology as it changes way too much! Good
techs get beat up, cut and bruised constantly with no real thank you from anyone, just a crappy
article like this from someone who knows nothing else besides what they do for a living. Sorry,
venting! A customer that came in recently with a traction control light and a code that stated
loss of communication with abs control module. How could this be? I understand writing this is
a total waste of time because most people have their mind made up because they believe what
they hear or read but when you try to explain something you know more about, I hope your

audience listenes to you! Thank you!! I see this all the time. Ok you have a bad cat.. Very miss
leading article I work in a Auto Repair shop as the Office manager and I hear our service
advisors daily explain that the code pulled at the local parts store is not a diagnostic it has
become a big issues of honest shops because the code pulling makes us look like crooks. The
practice of part stores pulling codes and selling a bunch of parts just to sale parts is such a
disservice to the customer, this practice is about greed period. For the article to say the scan
tool tells the technician exactly what part is wrong and this is our dirty little secret is ridiculous
it just show that the writer is very uneducated in the area of auto repair. Come on people use
your heads. So many times I have had customers say.. I did it and my light is still on. Fine way
of explaining, and good piece of writing to obtain facts on the topic of my presentation subject,
which i am going to deliver in university. Proper professional auto repair and servicing costs
money, period. Ive always tried to be as fair and forthcoming with my customers as possible.
People need to realize that cars are extremely complicated machines. Most cars have multiple
computer controllers that run an array of different systems on their vehicles. The check engine
light on your car is a generic indicator of a problem. A problem that might be a loose gas cap or
or might be a failure of any number of electrical or mechanical components on the vehicle. It
takes a skilled professional to properly determine the cause. Not interested in fixing it properly?
I have the cure for your check engine light problem. Grab some electrical tape and cover the
light on your dash and hope for the best. Haha yes! People are so ignorant. Not just read the
code. The code gives you an idea of what and where the problem is. It takes time and diagnosis.
Not true. Even if you get an oxygen sensor code.. So what if a mechanic charges that much, its
not about the price its about getting the car fixed. If you ask me its better to pay what its worth
instead of installing parts after parts and get no results. I have a code what does that code mean
to help me figure out on my car Malubu , engine light is on. Will a obd2 scanner tell me what
cods have been erased ie by used car salesman to hide a problem thank you shane. It takes a
qualified technician with lots of training to diagnose a check engine light. Stop trying to buck
the system morons. The mentality of anyone rolling up to a building that some person had
invested hundreds of thousands of dollars into to make money and expecting a freebie is just
stupid. They should only be allowed to require that your vehicle does not smog. Now they
require that your vehicle does not smog AND you have to pay for the complicated computer
smog crap they put on your car. There used to just be expensive, complicated test equipment at
the smog station. I have a Chrysler Sebring. Just had over a thousand dollar worth of work done
on front end, plus new tires. Or worse case senario. Thanks for comments. I have a 94 town car I
bought at a yardsale for dollars in Previous owner had put in a rebuilt 97 4. I think the shop just
put all the external parts from the 94 on the The IAC, egr and ports got carbonized from prior
94s oil leaks into cylinders. This caused transmission to fail from improper shifting times
because the pcm was trying to adjust engine operation with the improper air flow from the egr
and iac not working right. I had transmission rebuilt, 3, dollars. Didnt know why trans had failed
at the time. Check engine light would come on when going over 40 to 50 mph, go off at slower
speeds. Transmission shop could not figure it out reading the eec and pcm codes. They put in
two different computers, still had check engine light problem. They gave up. Three years later,
wife had been driving in city only, I used Seafoam to clean intake manifold injected into throttle
control body over 15 minutes and the check engine light finally went out. Still had one issue,
engine would not have any power if cold. Had to warm up to operating temp and it was fine. No
check engine light showed up. My wife was not happy having to prewarm engine before she
could drive it. It would bog down, if you pumped gas pedal it might move the car, it usually died
tfying to drive it cold. It would idle fine cold, just would not drive at all. I finally decided a happy
wife equals a happy life, so I determined myself to fix this issue. I did not take it to a mechanic
or dealer. Instead I spent about 20 or more hours scouring the internet, forums, googled all I
could think of and educated myself. I have always been fairly mechanically inclined, electronics,
radio repair in 10 years military. Retired now but still like to keep my hands busy. So I decided,
after searching the web, that the iac was bad. I thought! I pulled battery wires off for 30 minutes
and put back to force the pcm to relearn idle and such. I cleaned the maf sensor, throttle body,
replaced pcv valve and a few suspect vacumn hoses. I started the car and it actually drove right
off while cold. Power was excellent, decelerating was handled by the iac perfectly. Then the idle
speed all of a sudden went up to about 3, rpms. It would not come down. Turned motor off,
disconnected battery overnight and started car again the next morning after reconnecting the
battery and the rpms were still way too high. Put it in gear, car jerked forward due to
transmission getting hit with 3, rpms from a dead stop. Decided to put back in park and turn off
engine and rethink the whole situation. A day and 15 hours on the internet later and I bought a
47 dollar tps throttle position sensor, attaches to shaft on right side air intake valve on throttle
body from Napa auto parts and swapped it out with the old one, the screws were threadlocked

in the aluminum throttle body. I had a heck of a time getting those out. Penetrating oil, small gas
torch, twelve inch diagonal cutting pliers and a prayer were all it took. The tps had stuck open
setting the rpms so high. It was hard finding that info, only one minor mention of that happening
to a tps on the internet after 15 hours reading. Lots of mentions of intermittent contacting of
signal due to worn tps resistive traces inside of the sensor, but only one mention of sticking
high. Thanks for taking the time to read this. I hope my story might help someone else. I learned
that not all engine troubles cause a check engine light to come on, also that just city driving
adds to carbon build up, needs to be run out on the highway also, this helps to keep carbon
from building up so bad. Also, disregard the check engine light at your expense. It is note to
just to make money for the dealer. Thanks again. Another thing. Bad strategy. Stay far away
from that. While at the auto parts store also get your battery and alternator checked for free.
Often a weak cell in the battery even one that will still crank the car will cause false engine
codes. Mechanics charge for it because it takes their time away from paying jobs and many
people will take the free diagnoses and try to fix it themselves. Not a problem for the auto parts
store who may sell parts, but it is a problem for a mechanic who gets nothing for it. Many shops
will apply the cost of the diag. Dealerships are the most expensive place to take your car and I
never take mine there unless it is warranty or recall work. Some diag. That takes time and
knowledge and costs money. Some problems especially electrical, computer and misfire
problems require expensive diagnostics equipment to figure out and to fix. Too many
mechanics read the codes and replace parts without confirming the problem. That often leads to
an unresolved problem that has to be repaired again for an additional cost. It is kinda like going
to the doctor, they charge you if they are right or wrong fixing your problem. A good mechanic
is like a good doctor and is worth the cost when he diagnoses your problem correctly and fixes
it the first time. You may drive your car with the change oil light on but please change the oil but
never continue to drive with your mil, cil, engine light on. It is most times a serious problem and
if it begins blinking that means raw fuel is entering your catalytic converter which will destroy
the cat and you will still have the original problem to fix that is causing the raw unburnt fuel in
your exhaust. Many times the light will not come on until it is stored twice. Many times the weak
or incorrect electrical supply causes all sorts of trouble codes to be set. Todays cars are
sensitive regarding electricity. BTW I fix almost everything on my cars myself and have a lot of
tools and knowledge to do so, but I take it to a mechanic technician for diagnoses and difficult
repairs. I pay him for his diagnoses and it is worth the cost. I hope you know a good mechanic.
Always, always, always have a used car checked out by a good mechanic. It will be the best
money you ever spend. Make sure you test drive the car a couple of times. Tell the seller you
are taking it to a mechanic to get it checked out. If they resist, walk away no matter how good
you think the deal is. The codes will show up even if the light is disabled. The last used car I
bought was inspected by my mechanic, then I took it to a transmission specialist for a second
inspection of the transmission, then I bought the car. Tell them you are shopping for a car and
want them to inspect it. Make an appointment with the mechanic for the inspection. Be prepared
to pay for the inspection and agree on the cost before hand. If you use the mechanic for repairs
they may not charge you or they may. Repair Manual. If you are going to work on your own cars,
buy the repair manual for it. It is worth the money in saved time a and information it provides. A
lot of diy selfers will try to figure it out as they go. Save yourself hours of pain and problems by
having the repair manual for your car. It contains detailed instructions in most cases and
photos to show you where things are and how they go together. Take pictures as you take
things apart to help remember how they go back together and take them from more than one
angle. That is about it for my advise, good luck to you! I am an automotive technician of 35
years. Sometimes the diagnostics take hours. Sometimes minutes. For us we never get paid
more than an hour. They are the ones that give our industry a bad name. This article does
nothing to help people with fixing their car. I fix problems other shops run away from. By a guy
like me who actually knows how vehicles work. Unfortunately there are many mechanics who
should be parts-guys too, because they do the same thing. Here is a good tip for everyone. If
you have a check engine light on, take it to a shop with certified mechanics. They are getting as
far as that scan tool can take them and then guessing the rest of the way. If you thought you
were having a heart problem, would you go to the doctor and pay tests to find out, or go to
Walgreens and use their free blood pressure machine? While I agree mostly with what you are
saying, it is ridiculous to compare a heart problem to a car problem. Had a problem with the
EVAP high purge flow had it fixed took it to have it inspected a week later and he said it was not
ready it had 5 codes that needed to be cleared. He told me that we had to drive it to get the
codes to clear. Took it back in today to have another inspection done and he said there are two
more codes that needs to be cleared. He told me that we had to let the car sit for 24 hours
without driving or starting it does this sound correct. Every car after 96 has the ability to be

scanned by a code reader. My scanner has been very helpful to me, my wife, my brother, my
parents, and friends cars. Yes they only point you in the direction to check so you should know
where to go from there. But having the scanner saved many trips to the garage for things that
were simple fixes. Yes I threw codes for gas cap issues but also for other more complicated
repairs like misfires. Apparently the jump start threw a glitch in the computer and when I
scanned it, it came back with 36 error codes lol. I have now started working on vehicle myself,
but back when i was 16 this was a different story.. I had taken my F into ford to have some work
done on it, there was an issue with my MAF sensor. I had some lightbulbs in my dash that had
gone out and I asked if they could replace them since I already had it there. ASE advanced level
hybrid certifiedâ€¦factory trained Toyota master technician as well a factory trained Honda
master technician. Any chance of you transferring your business to Dallas Texas? That said, I
have also had plenty of positive experiences as wellâ€¦ Rest assured, these are the workers and
the companies that I seek out again and again when I need services! They tarnish the
reputations of entire industries and instill mistrust in the customer-base. More helpful is word of
mouth of course and driving out to the shop and seeing if they are fairly busy. One thing is for
sure â€” I will not go to a dealership unless the car is under warranty, or unless I absolutely
need particular expertise. The upselling tactics with a smile are just nerve racking. Look at all
the expenses those guys have to cover â€” all that overhead and profit has to be covered
somehow. The pressure on the service advisors to push extra services, or even recommend
unnecessary replacement of parts is ridiculous. While there are good, reasonably honest
dealerships out there â€” my experience has been soured by terrible dishonest dealers. Great
ideas! The fuse box is easy to find â€” just check your manual or google it. Most of these boxes
even have handy diagrams on the covers. Cheers, DA. Apparently they need to dig deeper and
find what caused that error code to trigger in the 1st place. Now, it may not take an hour, but it
does take more time than you or I simply plopping in a new part because the check engine light
code told me to. I recently fixed 2 fuel pumps on my Voltswagon Toureg Cost me Than the gas
gauge stopped working. I was not able to take it back to fix it. I drove it 2 weeks and i had the
car parked and running and all of a sudden it stopped working. Acting like it needed gas so I put
2 gallons of gas to fill tank had to walk to the gas station put two gallons and then after my
battery died. The mechanic is willing to fix it but does not have a tow. I try to do most repairs on
my car due to such high labor cost at most garages in my area. The problem I have is when I
look up the engine codes online I normally get a list of possible causes, this can take a longtime
to work through to find the actual cause. One example was code P, this referred to the o2
sensor bank1 sensor 2. The cheapest fix was to replace the o2 sensor, after doing this i cleared
the code but it came back. After going through a few other possible causes I was still stuck to
the cause of this code. It turned out to be a hole in my muffler causing this code to trip. Patched
hole code never returned. We had our car fixed in Nissan Repair shop and they informed us that
something is wrong with the Throttle. Before they run the diagnostic test we already informed
them that Speedee ran a diagnostic test and we also brought it to Autozone for checking. They
both came up with Catalyctic Converter however when Nissan ran their own diagnostic they
said it is the Throttle Chamber. We had it fixed and paid 1, After 2 days the engine light is on
again. This time we brought it back to Nissan and we were told it is Catyctic Converter. Is it
possible that Nissan made a mistake on their diagnostic? Your response is highly appreciated.
Thank you. Change your own air filter??? Its not like the old days with a single wing-nut. I hope
my heads are held on as well as my air cleaner. Parts stores will pull codes for you and give you
a generic idea of the problem. How many of you have been told they need an O2 sensor
because of a code. A mechanic gets paid for taking the time to fully diagnose your issue.
Example: P code tells a mechanic the car is running lean. After reviewing the freeze frame data
and over looking any Technical Service Bulletins the manufacturer puts out, then the mechanic
will start the diagnostic process. Diagnosing takes time and this is what your being charged for,
not just pulling a code. No charge situation: Other times diagnostics is as easy as talking with
the customer about gasoline fill ups. Big no no, it sets off all kinds of lights but with a little
education to the customer that issue can be avoided. This is only partially true. Throwing parts
at a problem is exactly what parts stores want you to do. If the gas cap really fixed your
problem, which is unlikely, then you got lucky. So which parts store do you work for? As a
mechanic I fully approve of customers pulling their own codes and fixing their own cars for free.
For money of course. No shop I know of charges dollars to pull a code. Some of these scenarios
are true in some cases, but first off like one of the posters stated, getting a code will simply
point you in the direction of the issue. It will NOT solve the problem! The MAIN reason you folks
are spending so much money on repairs is thinking replacing a part will fix the problem! These
issues require diagnostic TIME to resolve. Go for it! Parts stores need to do what they were
intended to doâ€¦.. Car owners, do some research and find a competent individual to work on

your vehicle, ask questions, be open minded, learn more about YOUR investment! You ought to
try it. Child please! Gimme a break! Then you can take your complaints to YOUR government! I
am stuck. I am a shop owner in California, in business for 31 years specializing in European
vehicles. I am an ASE certified master mechanic for over 25 years and California smog test and
repair licensed. My personal experience with auto parts stores reading codes is that it goes
from reading codes to advising the repair based on the code only and selling parts to effect the
repair. Many oxygen sensors have been sold and replaced on the code only when the real
problem was a simple cracked and leaking vacuum hose on the engine. Also when a vehicle
owner buys a code reader and starts reading and clearing codes he is removing vital
information stored within the ECM or PCM that help diagnose the underlying problem. I get
vehicles all the time that the owners give up trying to self diagnose and they show up with
either cleared codes with missing freeze frame information or they have cleared codes and the
vehicle arrives with only one or two codes when in reality if using a professional scanner there
are often many fault codes. Their cheapie code reader will not read everything in the module. I
use vehicle specific tools that actually reads all the entire vehicle electronic systems. I get
people telling me that they did what you tube told them and that did not fix it. You tube can be
helpful in some cases, but I have looked at many you tube videos that are SO WRONG, makes
me wonder are these people deliberately trying to mislead others or are they just ignorant? Yes
there are morally corrupt shop owners and mechanics that take advantage of car owners, but
there are also many that do the right thing. We use the correct diagnostic equipment, most of it
costing thousands of dollars and we keep up with the constantly changing technology that
attracts people to their cars to begin with. A lot of the problems that I see with modern vehicles
is the owners will not maintain them as prescribed by the manufacturer thus leading eventually
to unnecessary problems later. Some really want to drive that Mercedes, BMW or Rover but they
fail to factor into the cost of ownership the maintenance and repairs. No matter what you drive
sometime the check engine light is going to come on. Use a reputable shop, not the guy that is
working unlicensed out of his garage at home. A reputable shop will diagnose the problem
without guessing or just throwing parts at it. A reputable shop will also use current information
databases to determine if the problem is under any kind of manufacturer extended warranty or
recall, we do not charge for repairs that can be had for free. If a shop quotes a diagnostic
charge for a check engine light does not mean that shop is dishonest! That takes time and cost
money. If I find a bad gas cap it is because I diagnosed it as bad, I tested the fuel evap system
for leaks, I tested the gas cap, and I used very expensive equipment to do this. The shop that
reads codes for free is getting you into his grasp to sell you a repair, necessary or not. If I went
to the doctor and just wanted an xray, not any treatment would I expect it to be free? No, the
doctor used very expensive equipment and his time, which cost money. People saying that a
code reader and diagnostic tool are the same thing astound me. A repair shop might have a
cheap code reader on hand in case the customer wants to be charged less or nothing at all, but
as comments have stated, that can just get you fixing something while solving nothing. Ours is
the highest end one on the market. It takes more than an obd2 which only gives you
codesâ€¦after the code you have to figure out what those codes are caused by and the fix for
the issue after test the multiple reasons that caused the codes. Related Posts. Great piece of
advice, thanks for sharing! Dean Reynolds. Thanks for your straightforward answer and
honesty. Summer Robinson. Ashley m Schweim. Certified Tech. Charles that is BS.. That being
said, look up the lemon laws for your state. Tiffany Coker. That was an extremely rude and
judgmental statement. Shareah nailed it on the head, if your that broke you shouldnt have
bought something like that. Rene Provencher. Tom toodles. Darlene Scott. Its your brake fluid
lvl. Linda Combs. Shirley Mckeen. Jim Jones. Jennifer G. David, on most cars there is a
seperate light just for gas cap problems. Some is a better word instead of most. A vacuum tube
in the switch broke. Yeah you caught a break. Tanner Roath. Andrea Recession Proof Living.
Great tip! I hate all the fancy computer diagnostics that cost a fortune to get checked. Joe
Attardi. I did a little research and found out that there was an alternate way to get the diagnostic
code not sure how widespread this is â€¦ I simply had to short together two pins of the OBD
connector with a paper clip, and turn my car on. Little House Jay. Auto Repair Joe. This make
sense too. Dan Wilson. Marcus Bethea. Ron Ablang. If you have the time take him to small
claims court. I quit using a arco gas a while ago and I believe my car runs best w chevronm.
Nice tip. What is a good quality OBD2? Im using a generic one. I guess you can try a more
expensive one off amazon. Salman Khan. Atif Aslam. Ric, That is the best tip ever! Thanks a
million! KIm Kramer. Shahid Khan. Catherine, Since a mechanic looked at it, what did the
mechanic say is the cost to fix the car? Nadine Garwitz. Thank you for breaking it for laymen to
understand, I never thought of it that way! Loretta Frecker. Your post is on the spot thank you. I
did it and my light is still on Haha. Triple D Tech. I have a code what does that code mean to

help me figure out on my car Malubu. William Cantrell. Rick J. This is to James C. Hi, We had
our car fixed in Nissan Repair shop and they informed us that something is wrong with the
Throttle. Will this scanner work on Chevy C suburban with the and r transmission? Tyler Perry.
Bill Matrix. Gina M Vanselow. Robert Thompson. Robert Galvin. If all your posts are like this,
you can count your site bookmarked as a favorite. Great job! Jose Gonzales III. He was 40 years
old when he first opened the company's first plant for the Bagley Street, Detroit. Later on June
16, , he registered his company. Ford Motor Company has developed and labeled their models
in chronological and alphabetical order, starting with the Model A, then K and later S, which was
the last right-hand drive car Ford. Galamb and Eugene Farkas. This model has been the most
common car Ford, which has enabled the company to become one of the most influential
brands in the automotive history. The Model T was reliable, practical, and affordable, and Ford
made a hit in the US, where it was advertised as a mid-range car. Due to the success of the car,
Ford was forced to expand their business and built the production line first in the world in for
the assembly of cars. By , production figures only T models have reached almost , units.
Preferring to renew their own company, Ford has invested all of its assets in Soon, the company
has released a number of new models like the Ford brand, and the rest under its sub-brands
such as Mercury and Lincoln luxury division of Ford. Business in Europe also went to the
benefit of the Ford , especially after the release of Focus models in , and although the company
has not yet fully recovered, she was definitely on the road to popularity. Adobe Acrobat
Document Ford Aerostar Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 1. Ford Aspire Owner's
Manual. Ford Bronco Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 3. Ford Crown Victoria
Owner's Manual. Ford E Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 2. Ford Edge Owner's
Manual. Ford Escape Owner's Manual. Ford Escort Owner's Manual. Ford F Owner's Manual.
Adobe Acrobat Document 6. Ford Transit Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 5. Ford 1.
Ford EcoSport Manual. Ford 2. Ford Fiesta Service Repair Manual. Ford Focus Owner Manual.
Adobe Acrobat Document 7. Ford Figo Owner's Manual. Ford Carburetors Ford Granada Taunus
v6 engine manual. Ford Ranger Owners Manual. Ford Mustang Owners manual. Ford
Mustangowners-manual. Ford RS Owners Manual. Ford Mondeo Service and Repair Manual.
Ford Taurus Owners Guide. Ford Sierra Service Repair Manual. Ford Car Wiring Diagram. Ford
Sierra Wiring Diagram. Ford Granada Wiring Diagrams. History of Ford Cars. Find the Honda
headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or high beam. Also, find your Honda fog light
bulb, reverse light bulb, turn signal bulb, brake light bulb and more. Every Honda light bulb size
guide contains information from other Honda owners. I would appreciate a response ASAP!
Hope this helps. You guys at Mod Life have any suggestions about what bulbs i need to buy? I
need a guide for Honda Pilot for replacement bulbs on my headlamp. I got one at the auto store
it was tinted with too much of a shade of blue. The light bulb sizes are the same. Kerste, it
would seem strange for all 3 map lights to be out at the same time. It sounds like you may have
just blown a fuse. We suggest you double check ALL your interior fuses. Your interior fuse box
should be located right above the hood release latch in the driver side kick panel. Even if you
come across a blown fuse, make sure you continue to check all the fuses because there may be
another blown fuse. Good luck with your map light troubleshooting. I found the bulb size to
replace the map reading and dome lights in my Accord EX Sedan. Kinda strange all three are
out at the same time. I drive a honda civic. Are the bulb sizes the same as the model? And what
about the daytime running lights? What bulb size are they? I would like to request the
replacement light bulb guide for Honda Civic Hatchback. I own a honda fit sport. I need to
replace the foot well bulbs on the add-on illumination package but honda does not carry the
part nor can they tell me the correct size. Does anyone know the size, if I can get a different
colour and where I may purchase them? Thanks, Mark. Your email address will not be
published. Skip to content. Honda Light Bulb Size Guides. The best part? Leave a Comment
Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife.
Murphy first created the Pontiac Buggy Company in The company initially specialized in the
production of horse-drawn carriages. A few years later, in , when Murphy realized that the future
was in the car, he changed his company to the Oakland Motor Car Company. This company was
bought by General Motors in after the death of its founder. The first Pontiac vehicle in was the
five-seater bus, presented to the public at the New York Auto Show. It had a six-cylinder engine
that was powerful enough to then be able to overtake the 4-cylinder machines, but cost less
than most other models. The success of the first model, which was sold in record numbers in
gave birth to the next six-cylinder car, Pontiac Big Six , named so because of the increased
volume and engine power. Initially, the first Pontiac cars sold by GM as a cheaper version of its
models the Oakland, but since the 30s, the company tried to shake off the image of "reliable, but
boring" cars. They turned their attention to a new market and tried to achieve success faster,
more beautiful cars, such as the Torpedo Deluxe and 8 Chieftain Super Deluxe, which also

appeared in the coupe version. It is worth noting the fact that Pontiac was the first to offer
customers a variety of engine options on the same machine. But first an important model for the
Bonneville Pontiac began in , the one that introduced the fin design, which defined an entire era
of American cars. Among the American car manufacturers, the Pontiac was seen as a vehicle
that was luxurious as Chevrolet, but reliable and cheap as Oldsmobile and Buick. Since then, in
the 60 years it has become fashionable to drive as fast as each could afford with as large
engine. While other manufacturers have managed to simulate this trend, GTO still remained the
original "muscular" car. Soon, in , came Firebird Trans Am. This led to a loss of popularity
among the public, however, a later version of the car was pretty good in terms of performance.
In order to help the company succeed, the famous GTO was raised, but the results were not to
everyone's taste, as well as Firebird is not very "friendly terms" with traditionalists. Adobe
Acrobat Document 2. Pontiac Service Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 9. Pontiac Service
Manual Adobe Acrobat Document Pontiac G3 Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 1'
Pontiac Firebird Owner Manual. Pontiac G5 Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 1.
Pontiac G6 Owner's Manual. Pontiac GrandPrix Owner Manual. Pontiac G8 Owner's Manual.
Pontiac Solstice Owner's Manual. Pontiac Vibe Owner's Manual. Pontiac Torrent Owner's
Manual. Pontiac Wiring Diagrams. JPG Image Graphic Interchange format Pontiac Ventura II.
Pontiac Firebird Formula History of Pontiac Cars. No matter what kind of academic paper you
need, it is simple and secure to hire an essay writer for a price you can afford at Fountain
Essays. Save more time for yourself. Our prices depend on the urgency of your assignment,
your academic level, the course subject, and the length of the assignment. Basically, more
complex assignments will cost more than simpler ones. The level of expertise is also a major
determinant of the price of your assignment. Delivering a high-quality product at a reasonable
price is not enough anymore. This describes us perfectly. Make sure that this guarantee is
totally transparent. Each paper is composed from scratch, according to your instructions. It is
then checked by our plagiarism-detection software. There is no gap where plagiarism could
squeeze in. Thanks to our free revisions, there is no way for you to be unsatisfied. We will work
on your paper until you are completely happy with the result. Your email is safe, as we store it
according to international data protection rules. Your bank details are secure, as we use only
reliable payment systems. By sending us your money, you buy the service we provide. Check
out our terms and conditions if you prefer business talks to be laid out in official language. If
you need professional help with completing any kind of homework, AffordablePapers. Whether
you are looking for essay, coursework, research, or term paper help, or with any other
assignments, it is no problem for us. At our cheap essay writing service, you can be sure to get
credible academic aid for a reasonable price, as the name of our website suggests. Our cheap
essay writing service has already gained a positive reputation in this business field.
Understandably so, since all custom papers produced by our academic writers are individually
crafted from scratch and written according to all your instructions and requirements. Here, you
can get quality custom essays, as well as a dissertation, a research paper, or term papers for
sale. Any paper will be written on time for a cheap price. Using our cheap essay writing help is
beneficial not only because of its easy access and low cost, but because of how helpful it can
be to your studies. Buy custom written papers online from our academic company and we won't
disappoint you with our high quality of university, college, and high school papers. Although
our writing service is one of the cheapest you can find, we have been in the business long
enough to learn how to maintain a balance between quality, wages, and profit. Whenever you
need help with your assignment, we will be happy to assist you. Proceed to order page. It might
seem impossible to you that all custom-written essays, research papers, speeches, book
reviews, and other custom task completed by our writers are both of high quality and cheap. It
is surprising, but we do have some tricks to lower prices without hindering quality. The support
team will view it after the order form and payment is complete and then they will find an
academic writer who matches your order description perfectly. Once you submit your
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